Minutes of Meeting of the ICTC

3/4/2020

Present: Jim Poulton, Charles Ashbach, Patrizia Pallaro, Suzanne St. John, Jill Scharff, Michelle Kwintner, Caroline Sehon, Carla-Trusty-Smith,

Absent: Nancy Bakalar, Ana Barroso, Lorrie Peters, Sheila Hill

1- Minutes accepted with a small adjustment and a question about the name R. Prelbey.

2- Jim said the report about this committee’s work was well received by faculty at the recent IPI weekend. Several observed that Jim presented the ideas clearly and also welcomed faculty feedback. They thought these elements contributed to a positive outcome.

3- Jim says that over the next meetings we will prepare to report to faculty at the retreat in April 2020. We will attempt to create a large and comprehensive list of “common concepts” that can be pruned at a later date. At that point, we will consider which of these “common concepts” are central and shared by all programs.

4- We discussed what categories and theorists were still missing from this list of what we are calling “common concepts.”

5- Among the categories we added were “American Object Relations” and “Bionian Theorists.” Is “Narcissism” a category itself or might we include those who write about narcissism in some of the geographical categories we already have? We added the subject category “Addictions.” We agreed that some theorists belong to multiple categories.

TO DO: Jim will circulate the enlarged list.

Michelle will look into IIPT readings on addictions.

NEXT MEETING APRIL 1, 2020

Respectfully Submitted by Michelle Kwintner 3/04/2020